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1 - Introduction and notation.
Thèse expository notes are intended to accompany a séries of lectures given at thé Summer
School on Semigroups of Qperators and Functional Calculus at Besançon. France, in June
1998.
We shall be mostly interested into two topics, namely jy°°-functional calculus for sectorial
operators, and Lp-maximal regularity for thé Cauchy Problem {uf + Bu = /;u(0) — 0}
associated to thé négative generator B of a bounded analytic semigroup on a Banach space
Y. In 1987, Dore and Veimi published a major paper, [DV], where they showed that under
suitable conditions, Lp-maximal regularity holds for that problem if Y is a UMD Banach
space and B admits bounded irnaginary powers. Since then, it lias become increasingly
clear that thé study of Lp-maximal regularity is (at least partly) related to thé theory
of #°°-functional calculus devised by Mclntosh ([Mcl]) and then developed in [CDMcY].
The aim of thèse notes is to give a présentation of thèse two topics and to stress their
natural relationships. In Sections 2 and 3, we give some définitions and fundamental results
concerning sectorial operators. Semigroups, jy°°-functional calculus, and imaginary powers.
Section 4 is devoted to some important examples and counterexamples. First we give a
général method to construct operators without a bounded #°°-functional calculus. Second
we give a complète description of operators on Hilbert space which hâve a bounded H°°functional calculus. Third, we give some large classes of operators with a bounded H°°functional calculus on spaces of thé forrn L p (Q; Y). In Section 5, we give some background

on Lp-maximal regularity, state thé Dore-Venni Theorem^ and illustrate it by applying it to
some of thé operators introduced in Section 4. In Section 6, we présent a simple extension
of Mclntostfs jff^-functional calculas and give some récent applications to Lp-maximal
regularity.
Thèse notes are far from being a comprehensive survey of thèse topics and we refer e.g. to
[ADMc], [Pr, Chapter 8], and thé références therein for other aspects of thé theory.
We conclude this preliminary section with a few standard notation that will be used
throughout thé paper. Ail Banach spaces considered hère will be complex ones. Given a
Banach space X, we dénote by B(X] thé Banach algebra of ail bounded linear operators
A: X -» X, equipped with
\\A\\(X) = sup{||Ar||x :x G X, \\x\\ < l ] .
Given a (possibly unbounded) linear operator A on X, we dénote by D(A), N(A) and
R(A) thé domain, thé kernel and thé range of A respectively. We also dénote by cr(A) thé
spectrum of A and by p(A) thé résolvent set of A. For any A G p(-A), we shall dénote by
R(X,A) thé résolvent operator (A/ — A)~l.
Given any open set Q G C, we let H(fi) be thé space of ail analytic functions /: O —> C,
and we dénote by H°°(Q) C 'H(fi) thé subspace of ail bounded ones. It is a Banach algebra
for thé norm
For any A € C \, we let R\ H (fi) be thé function defined by
(1-1)
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2 - Sectorial operators and their analytic functional calculus.

Throughout this section, X will be an arbitrary Banach space. Although we assume that
thé reader is familiar with thé classical theory of analytic functional calculus for bounded
operators on Banach space, we first give a brief account of that topic. We refer e.g. to [DS],
[Be], or [Ru] for proofs, further information, and developments including for instance thé
Spectral Mapping Theorern. We then introduce thé notion of sectorial operators, extend
thé theory of anayltic functional calculus to this class of possibly unbounded operators, and
then define thé notion of bounded functional calculus on which wre shall focus throughout
thèse notes. Lastly, we indicate thé main relationships between sectorial operators and
bounded co-semigroups.
2.1. The classical analytic functional calculus.
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Let A G B(X) be a bounded operator on X, let K — cr(A) be its spectrum, and let fi C C
be an open set such that K C fi. Our aim is to define a bounded operator f ( A ) for any
analytic function / defined on fi. We let F be a finite union of piecewise continuously
différent iable closed curves included in Çl\K, such that
(2-1)
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(2.2)
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We note that such contours F exist for any open set fi C C and any compact set K C fi.
We now let / be in 'H(fi). Then by Cauchy's Theorem we hâve
Va

K,

/(a) = — f /(A)(A - a)'1 dX.
2m Jr

In accordance with that formula, thé bounded operator f ( A ) G B(X] is defined by:

(2.3)

f(A) = ir-.
[
2m Jr

f(X)R(X,A)d\.

Note that thé function A »-»• f(X)R(X,A) is analytic on fi \ hence this intégral is well
defined and by Cauchy's Theorem, its value does not dépend on thé choice of a contour F
satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). The mapping / H* f ( T ) defined above is clearly linear. In thé
next statement, we gather some of its main feat lires.
Theorem 2.1.
(1) Given any open set fi C C containing cr(A), thé linear mapping

is an algebra homomorphisrn. That is, (fg)(A)

— f ( A ) g ( A ) for any /, g G

(2) Let f ( z ) = Y^k>®bkzk be a polynomial, for some finite family (6fc)fc>o C C. Then
(3) Let A G C \ f i and let ^A (defined by (1.1)) be regarded as an élément of %(fi). Then

We conclude this short subsection with an elementary resuit which says that thé classical
analytic functional calculus reviewed above is alw^ays a "bounded one".

Proposition 2.2. Given any open set fi C (D contàining v(A), thé linear mapping
» B(X) defined by u(f) = f ( A ) is bounded.
Proof. Applying (2.3), we find that
co (n) ,

where C =

\\R(\, A}\\

Since F lias a finite length and R(- , A) is continuons on F, that constant C is clearly finite.

2.2. Sectorial operators.
We shall now introduce an extension of thé previous construction. Given any 9 G (0, TT),
we shall dénote by

thé open sector of angle 29 around IR+.
Définition 2.3. Let A be a linear operator on X, and let cj G (0, TT) be a number. We say
that A is a sectorial operator of type uo provided that:
(i) A is closed and D(A) is dense.

(ii) a(A) C ËJ.
(iii) Va/ G (a;,7r), 3C> 0 such that VA G C \ E W / , ||A/Z(A,A)|| < C.
We warn thé reader that in thé current literature on this subject, thé extra assumptions
that A is one to one and lias a dense range are often required in thé définition of a sectorial
operator. However except in Section 3, most of thé results presented hère do not dépend
on thèse assumptions. This is why we chose to drop them.
Sectorial operators hâve been introduced and first studied by Kato in thé early sixties. See
thé book [Ka] and thé références therein for more information.
Given a number 9 G (0, TT), we shall now introduce several subalgebras of H°°(£#). First,
we set:
Hg°(S0) = {/ e H°°(Z9) : 3s > 0, C> 0 | |/(z)| < C\zs(l + \z\)-2s for z G Se} .
Then we let Tte be thé algebra of ail rational functions with pôles outside £# and with a
nonpositive degree. Equivalently, Tle is thé algebra of rational functions spanned by thé
constant function 1 and ail thé functions R\ (A — • ) ~ 1 , with A G C\E#. We regard Ti° as

embedded in fP^Sg), so that it is unital normed algebra! Next we let
It is a simple matter to check that
(2.4)

ne = UQ ® Span{l, R-i}.

In what follows, we shall work on thé subalgebra H^ÇEg) 0 Spanjl,R-i} C #°°(S0).
It should be noticed that neither of thé four subalgebras of H°°(E0) considered above is
closed or dense.
Let A be a sectorial operator of type a;, for some u G (0, TT). Then let 9 G (C^TT) be a
number. Following [Mcl] and [CDMcY], we shall define a bounded operator f ( A ) G B(X)
for any / G HQ°(EQ). For we give ourselves any number a/ G (u;,0), and let F be thé
unbounded contour {A — te±luj : t > 0} parametrized counterclockwise around S<^/. Then
for any / G H0°(E0), we let:
(2.5)
Since / belongs to JTo°(E0), thé intégral Jr |/(A)||^ is finite hence it follows from condition (iii) in Définition 2.3 that thé intégral in (2.5) is absolutely convergent in B(X).
Moreovcr it it not hard to check, using Cauchy's Theorem, that this définition of f ( A ) does
not dépend on thé choice of a/ G (u>,0). We now extend thé linear mapping / >-> f ( A )
defined above to Hg°(E9} 0 Spanjl, R-i}, by letting /(l) = / and f(R-i) = R(-l, A).
The above définitions extend thé classical analytic functional calculus of Subsection 2.1.
Indeed, suppose first that A is a bounded operator and that cr(A) C E# for some 9 G (0, TT).
Then it is straightforward to show, using Cauchy's Theorem, that for any / G flo°(E0),
thé operators defined by (2.3) and (2.5) coincide. Now given an arbitrary sectorial operator
A of type LU on X, let us introduce thé following family of bounded operators,
Ae = (A + el)(l + eA)"1,

for any e G (0,1).

It is a simple matter to check that cr(A£) C Ew for any e G (0,1). Furthermore (A£)£ is a
"sectorial approximation of A" in thé following sensé.
Lemma 2.4.

(1) W G (U;,TT), 3C > 0 such that Ve G (0,1), VA G C \, \\XR(X, Ae)\\ C.
(2) For any A G C \, lime^0 R(X, A£) = R(X, A) in thé norm topology of B(X).
(3) For any 9 G (CJ,TT) and for any / G Hfi°(E0),
topology of B(X).

lim^o f ( A £ ) = f ( A ) m thé norm

Proof. (Sketch) The first two points are proved e.g. in'fPr, p.213] in thé case when A is
a négative real number, and thé général case is entirely similar. Point (3) can be deduced
from (1) and (2) by means of Lebesgue's Theorem.
<C>
Theorem 2.5. Given any 0 < u < 9 < TT and any sectorial operator A of type u on X,
thé linear mapping

/•-*/(A),
is an algebra homomorphism. Moreover R\(A) = R(X,A) for any A G C \.
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1 to each Ae and appeal to Lemma 2.4.

<0

We shall see in Section 4 that thé homomorphism / H-> f ( A ) considered in Theorem 2.5 in
unbounded in général. This phenomenon leads to thé following key définition.
Définition 2.6. Let 0 < LJ < 9 < TT and let A be a sectorial operator of type u on X. We
say that A admits a bounded JEr^(S0)-functional calculus if there exists a constant C > 0
such that:

(2.6)

V/eff 0 °°(£ f l ),

||/U4)il<<

Remark 2.7. Let A be as in Définition 2.6. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that A adrnits a
bounded £f°°(£0)-functional calculus if and only if:

(2.7)

3C > 0, Ve e (0,1), V/ 6

flS°(E,),

||/(A.)|| < C-||/||H~(ES) .

Let LJ < 9i < 62 be three numbers in (0, TT), and let A be a sectorial operator of type
u. In view of thé contractive inclusion H00^,^) C ff00^^), it is clear that if A admits
a bounded jEP°(E0J-functional calculus, then it admits a bounded Jï°°(£0 2 )-functional
calculus as well. In his séminal paper [Mcl], Mcintosh proved thé remarkable fact that thé
converse holds when X is a Hilbert space. We record this in thé following statement for
later use.
Theorem 2.8. Assume that X is a Hilbert space and that A is a sectorial operator of
type u G (0, TT) on X. Then thé following are équivalent.
(i) There exists 9 G (o;,7r) such that A admits a bounded //^(E^-functional calculus.
(ii) For any 9 G (u;,7r), A admits a bounded jff°°(S^)-functional calculus.

Given any seetorial operator A on a (possibly non Hilbërtian) Banach space X, we shall
simply say that A admits a bounded H °°-functional calculus if condition (i) in Theorem
2.8 holds.
Examples 2.9. It is in général a difficult question to détermine whether a given sectorial
operator admits or does not admit a bounded #°°-functional calculus. However in thé two
cases recorded hère, that problem can be solved fairly easily.
(1) Let A be a bounded and invertible operator and assume that for some u> G (0, TT), we
hâve o-(A) C E^. Then it follows from Proposition 2.2 that A is automatically sectorial
of type u and admits a bounded jEf °° (E§)-functional calculus for any 6 G (a;, TT).
(2) Assume that X — H is a Hilbert space and let A be a normal operator on H. Assume
moreover that a(A) C S^, for some LJ G (0, TT). Then it follows from thé Spectral
Theorem for normal operators (see e.g. [Ru, Chapter 13]) that A is automatically
sectorial of type uo and admits a bounded Jï 00 (E^)-functional calculus for any 6 G
(CJ,TT). More precisely we hâve:
(2-8)

W e (U,,TT), V/ <E #0°°(£0),

||/(^)|| < ||/||/f~( Eu ,) .

We end Uns subsection with a resuit which emphasizes thé rôle of rational functioris wheri
studying thé boundedness of analytic functional calculus.
Proposition 2.10. Let 0 < u < 9 < TT and let A be a sectorial operator of type u on X.
The following three assertions are équivalent.
(i) A admits a bounded JP°(E0)-functional calculus.
(ii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any / G 71° :

\\f(A)\\ C\\f\\<x>(ve) .

(iii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any / G T£Q :

| /(A)|| <

Proof. (Sketch) Clearly (i) implies (iii) and thé équivalence between (ii) and (iii) follows
from (2.4). Let us now sketch thé proof of thé main implication "(ii) => (i)". We first fix
some e G (0, 1). Arguing as in thé proof of [Le2, Theorem 2.5] one can find, by Runge's
Theorem, a séquence (/ n ) n >i C *R,e such that:
(2.9)

lim/ n (^ e ) = /(^ e )

and

limfsup{|(// B )(fj4)| : A € E fl }) =0.
n
y

v

\ -j- £ A. /

) J

Let us assume (ii) and let C be thé constant appearing in this assumption. Then for any
n > 1, we hâve
\\fn(Ae)\\ C s u p{l/"(fr-^)l : A G E,} .

It therefore follows from (2.9) that ||/(.A€)|| < C f ||/||/foo(^). Since C does not dépend on
e, thé assertion (i) now follows from Remark 2.7.
0
2.3. Sectorial operators and co-semigroups.
In this subsection we shall use several basic facts from Semigroup Theory for which we
refer e.g. to [T] or [Pa]. The first main relationship between co-semigroups and sectorial
operators is thé following.
Theorem 2.11. Let (2t)t>o be a bounded co-semigroup on J\T, and let —A dénote its
infinitésimal generator. Then thé operator A is sectorial of type vr/2.
Proof. First note that A is closed with a dense domain, and that cr(A) C E^/2. Moreover,
thé Laplace formula says:
_

(2.10)

VA G C \,

r+oo

R(X, A) = -

extTt dt ,
JQ

where this intégral is defined in thé strong operator topology sensé. Thus letting C =
sup{||Tt|| : t > 0}, we see that for any A G C \, we hâve

whence thé resuit.

<0>

We shall now connect thé analytic functional calculus of Subsection 2.2 to thé so-called
Phillips functional calculus, for (Tt)t>o and A as above. Given any b G Li(IR+) =
Li(IR+,di), let us dénote by b its Laplace transform defined (at least) on S^/2 by

oo
/ .

b(t)e-ztdt.

Lemma 2.12. Let (Tt)t>Q be a bounded cg-semigroup on A", and let —A dénote its
infinitésimal generator. Let 0 G (7r/2,7r) and let / G HQ°(EO). Then there exists a
(necessarily unique) function b G Li(]R+) such that:
CX5

b(t)Tt dt ,
/ .

where this intégral is defined in thé strong operator topology sensé.
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Proof. Let F be thé contour defined before (2.5), for some a/ G (?r/2, 0). We let / be in
#°°(E0). Since (|A|/Re(A)) is bounded on F and /r |/(A)||^ < oc, we see that
/»

/»oc

/ / |/(A)e At \d\\dt < o c .
Jr JQ
By Fubini's Theorem we may then define b G Li(H+) by letting b(t) — — Jr f ( X ) e x t rfA,
and for any z G £7^2, we hâve:

/(A)
/

b(t)e-ztdt = b(z).
Similarly, using (2.5), (2.10), and Fubini's Theorem, we prove that for any x G X, we hâve

We deduce from Lemma 2.12 thé following criterion for bounded jy°°-functional calculus.
Proposition 2.13. Let (Tt)t>Q be a bounded co-sernigroup on X, and let —A be its
infinitésimal generator. Then given any 9 G (?r/2, TT), thé following are équivalent.
(i) A admits a bounded jff TO (E0)-functional calculus.
(ii) There is a constant C > 0 such that for any b G Li(IR+) whose Laplace transform b
belongs to flo°(E^), we hâve
i r+°°

\tdt
J0

We recall that by définition, a bounded c0-semigroup (Tt)t>o is called a bounded analytic
semigroup if there exists some a > 0 such that (T$)t>o admits a bounded analytic extension
on E Q . That is, there exists a bounded family of operators (T^)^ex;a extending (Tt)t>o such
that £ (-> T^ is analytic from Stt into jB(-X"). Note that such an extension necessarily has
thé semigroup property, i.e. T^^2 = T^T^2 for any ^i, ^2 ^ E Q . Generators of bounded
analytic semigroups can be characterized as follows.
Theorem 2.14. Let A be a linear operator on X. Then —A is thé infinitésimal generator
of a bounded analytic semigroup if and only if A is a sectorial operator of type uo < yr/2.

Proof. Assume that —A générâtes a bounded analytic semigroup (T^)çesa? for sorne
0 < a < 7T/2. Then given any f3 G (—a, a), (Ttei0)t>o is a bounded co-semigroup whose
generator is -elf3 A. Applying Theorem 2.11 to that co-semigroup, we find that elf3A is a
sectorial operator of type ?r/2. Since this holds for any (3 G (— a, a), we deduce that A is
actually a sectorial operator of type ?r/2 — a.
Conversely, assume that A is sectorial of some type u G (0,7r/2). We fix two numbers
a > 0 and 0 > u such that 0 + a < Tr/2. Then for any £ G Ea U {0}, we consider
thé analytic function /ç defined by /{(z) = e~ z ^. Clearly thèse functions /£ belong to
H°°(E0} © Span(l,#_i). Indeed, /€ + #_i belongs to H^°(E0} if £ ^ 0. Using thé
définitions introduced in thé previous subsection, we then define Tç = fç(A) for any £ G
Ea U {0}. By thé homomorphism property of Theorem 2.5, we hâve T^2 = T^T^2 for
any £1, £2 G S a u{0}, and it is a simple matter to check that £ h-* T£ is analytic on S Q . It
then remains to show that:
(a) The family (T^6Ea C B(X) is bounded.
(b) For any x G X,

lim^o Tt(x) — x.

(c) — ^4 is thé generator of (ït)t>o •
The assertion (a) can be obtained by a thorough estimate of thé intégral defining T^, see
e.g. [T, Section 3.3] for détails. To show (b), first note that by (a) and thé density of
D(A), it suffices to show that
(2.12)

limTtR(-l,A} = R(-1,A) in thé norm topology of B(X).

For we let g(z) — e~z - -^ and h(z) = z ~ l / < 2 g ( z ] for z G E^. Note that h is bounded.
With thé notation of (2.5), we hâve for any t > 0:

g(tA)(I + A)~l = -.

27TZ Jr

g(t\)(l + A)-^(A, A) dX

= —Vt [ Xl/2h(t\)(l + A)-^(A, A) dX hence
2m Jr
_!_
~27T

-——77IdAI
lAl 1 / 2 !! + A|

by Définition 2.3 (iii).

This shows that limt_+o |ff(*-A)(/+ -4)~ 1 || = 0, whence we deduce (2.12) and (b).
To obtain (c), show by using Fubini's Theorem that J0°° e~*Tt dt — (I + A)~l. The resuit
therefore follows from (2.10).
0
3 - Mclntosh^s construction and bounded imaginary powers.
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In this section, we présent an extension of thé analytic functional calculus of a sectorial
operator when thé latter is injective and has a dense range. This construction was introduced by Mclntosh (see [Mcl]) on Hilbert spaces and was then extended to ail Banach
spaces by Cowling, Doust, Mclntosh and Yagi (see [CDMcY]).
We let A be a sectorial operator of type u G (0,?r) on some Banach space X, and we
assume that:
N(A) = {0}

(3.1)

and

R(A) = X.

For any integer n > 1, let (pn be thé rational function defined by:

It is a simple matter to check that for any 0 G (0, TT), each (pn belongs to #Q°(E#), with:
(3.3)

Ce — sup{||y?n||#oo(£« ) : n > 1} < oo

and

Vx G X, lim (pn(A)x — x .
n—foo

We let (p — (pi, that is ip(z) — z(l + z)~2. We will need thé following elementary resuit
concerning (p(A) — A(I + A)~2.
Lenirna 3.1.
(1) R((p(A}} = D(A) n R(A).
(2) (p(A) is injective and has a dense range.
Proof. The assertion (1) and thé fact that tp(A) is injective are easy and left to thé reader.
To show that D(A) n R(A) is dense, note that for any n > 1, R(<pn(A)) = R(<p(A)) =
D(A) H R(A) by (1). The resuit therefore follows from thé second part of (3.3).
0
We now fix some 0 G (^,TT). Mclntosh's construction consists in defining a possibly
unbounded operator f ( A ) for any / G Jî°°(E^), as follows. Given such a function /, thé
product function f(p belongs to H^(Y^o), hence we may define (f(p)(A) by using (2.5).
Then we set
(3-4)
with domain given, using Lemma 3.1, by
D(f(A}} = {x£X: [(f<p)(A)] (x) € D(A) n R(A)} .
This domain is dense. Indeed, by thé homomorphim property of Theorem 2.5, it contains
D(A)nR(A). Moreover, since <p(A) is bounded, thé operator f ( A ) is closed. Then by thé
11

Closed Graph Theorem, f(A) is bounded if and only iîD^f(A)) = X. We finally note that
by applying again thé homomorphism property of Theorem 2.5, we see that (fortunately!),
thé two définitions (3.4) and (2.5) are consistent in thé case when / G H0°(E0).
Theorem 3.2. Let 0 < u < 9 < TT and let A be a sectorial operator of type u> on X which
satisfies (3.1). The following are équivalent.
(i) A admits a bounded #°°(E0)-functional calculus (i.e. A satisfies (2.6)).
(ii) For any / in H°°(E0), thé linear operator f(A) is bounded.
(iii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any / in jff°°(S^), f(A) is bounded and

<

Moreover in this case, thé bounded linear mapping / i-> f(A) is an algebra homomorphism
from H°°(E0) mto B(X).
Proof. It is obvious that (iii) implies (i) and thé fact that (ii) implies (iii) is a simple
application of thé Closed Graph Theorem. Let us check that (i) implies (iii). Let C be
thé constant in (2.6) and let / be in H°°(E0). Given any y G X and any n > 1, ipn(A)y
belongs to D(f(A)} and f(A)<pn(A)y = (f(fn)(A)y hence
(3.5)

\\f(A)<pn(A)y\\ C||/||Hoo(E.)lbn||^oo (Efl) ||î/|| .

Assume now that y G D(A) n R(A), and let x — (p(A)~ly be given by Lemma 3.1.
Then y G D(f(A)) and f ( A ) y = (f<p)(A)x. Moreover f(A)<pn(A)y = (f<p)(A)(pn(A)x.
It therefore follows from (3.3), (3.5), and thé boundedness of (/</?) (A) that ||/(A)?/|| <
C r C 0 ||/|| H oo(E,)||î/||. By Lemma 3.1 we deduce that \\f(A) \ CCe\\f\\°*(ve)0
Imaginary powers for a sectorial operator A satisfying (3.1) were introduced a long time
before Mclntosh's contruction arose (see [Ko]). However that construction gives an easy
way to define them. Namely, for any s G H, let fs be thé analytic function defined on
C \_ by fs(z) = zis. Then f8 belongs to H°°(Ee) for any 9 G (0, TT), and
(3.6)

Il/Jtfoo^^e^l.

Given any sectorial operator A satisfying (3.1), we let

for any s G H. Thèse operators are thé imaginary powers of A.
Définition 3.3. We say that A lias bounded imaginary powers (BIP in short) if A18 is
bounded for any s G H.
12

It is well-known that if A lias BIP, then thé family (A ls )$ € ni is a cg-group on X. See [Mo]
for a striking partial converse. Combining Theorem 3.2, Définition 3.3, and thé estimate
(3.6), we readily obtain thé following.
Corollary 3.4. Let A be a sectorial operator satisfying (3.1). If A admits a boimded
jFf°°(£0)-functional calculus for some 9 G (0, TT), then A has BIP and
3C>0, VseR,

\\Ais\\0W.

Remark 3.5. It follows from [CDMcY, Theorem 3.8] that if A is a sectorial operator of
type u G (0, TT) on some Banach space X, and if X is reflexive, then X = N(A) © R(A),
and thé restriction of A to R(A) is a sectorial operator of type u satisfying (3.1). We
can thus always reduce to thé case when (3.1) is fulfilled if X is reflexive. The situation
turns ont to be more complicated in thé non reflexive case, see Remark 4.3 below for an
illustration.
4 - Examples and counterexamples.
4.1.

Counterexamples.

Suppose that X is a finite dimensional Banach space. Then.it is easy to check that-any
sectorial operator on X admits a bounded /f°°-functional calculus. In this subsection we
are primarily concerned with thé converse question. Given an infinité dimensional Banach
space X, does there exist a sectorial operator on X which does not admit a bounded H00functional calculus ? We shall see below that thé answer is yes in much classical cases but
thé answer in thé général case remains unclear at thé time of this writing. In thé case
when X is a Hilbert space, thé first counterexamples to bounded JT^-functional calculus
were devised by Mclntosh-Yagi ([McY]) and Bâillon-Clément ([BC]). The key idea in [BC]
was to use a diagonal operator with respect to a conditional Schauder basis. Hère we
shall présent a simplified proof of their resuit, extended to ail Banach spaces admitting a
Schauder basis. We mainly follow [V].
We refer to Singeras book [Si] for général information on bases. We merely recall that by
définition, a Schauder basis on a Banach space X is a séquence (e n ) n >i C X with thé
following property. For any x in X , there is a unique séquence (c* n ) n >i C C such that
oc

x=
n=l

Clearly any Banach space X which admits a Schauder basis is separable. A famous coiinterexample of Enflo shows however that thé converse is wrong.
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Theorem 4.1. Let X be a Banach space which lias a complemented infinité dimensional
separable subspace admitting a Schauder basis. Then there exists a bounded (resp. an
invertible) operator A on X such that:
(i) For any a; G (0, TT), A is sectorial of type <j.
(ii) For any 0 G (0, TT), A does not hâve a bounded #°°(E0)-functional calculus.
Proof. Clearly dim(X) — oo and we can assume that X admits a Schauder basis (e n ) n >i.
We let V — Span{en : n > 1} be thé dense subspace spanned by thé en's. Then given any
complex séquence a = (a n ) n >i C C, we dénote by Ta: V —> V thé linear mapping defined
by letting

for any finit e family (an)n>i C C.
By définition thé basis (en)n>i is called unconditional if given any séquence e = (en)n>i C
{—1,1}, thé operator Te is bounded. It is called a condition basis otherwise. Any infinité
dimensional Banach space having a Schauder basis actually lias a conditional one (see [Si,
Theorem 23.2, p. 607]) hence we may and do assume that (en)n>i is conditional. Thus we
hâve:
(4.1)

de = (en)n>i C { — 1, 1}

such that

T£ is unbounded.

We now consider a séquence a — (a n ) n >i C IR+ of positive real numbers that we assume
to be nonincreasing. Using this monotonicity and simple properties of Schauder bases, we
see that Ta is bounded. Let us dénote by A: X —> X its bounded linear extension. Then
using again thé monotonicity of (a n ) n >i, one can easily check that A satisfies (i) (see [V]
or [BC] for détails).
Now observe that since each an is différent from 0, thé operator A is injective. Moreover
its range contains each e n , hence V C R(A) hence R(A) is dense. Thus A satisfies (3.1)
and we can therefore apply Mclntosh's functional calculus. The commutations hère are
very handy. Indeed, let / be in JY°°(S0) and let /(a) = (/( a n)) n > 1 C C be thé séquence
obtained by applying / to a. For any n > 1, en G R(A) = D(A)nR(A) C D ( f ( A ) ) and
applying Cauchy's Theorem, we see that f(A)(en) = /(an)en. Consequently,
(4.2)

f(A)/v = T /(a) .

Let us now show (ii) for a suitable choice of a = (a n )n>i- We let an = 2~n and we fix a
number 0 G (0,7r). By Carleson's Theorem (see e.g. [Ga]), (2"" n ) n >i is an interpolating
séquence for E^, which means that given any bounded séquence £ = (£n)n>i in C, there
exists a function / G H°°(E0) such that /(2~ n ) — en for any n > 1. Let us apply
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that property to thé séquence e satisfying (4.1). Then}we find / G H°°(Y,0} such that
Tf(ay. V —> V is unbounded. It therefore follows from (4.2) that f(A) is unbounded.
This shows thé existence of a bounded operator A satisfying (i) and (ii). To obtain an
invertible operator satisfying thèse two properties, it suffices to take thé inverse of thé
operator constructed above.
<0>
Remark 4.2. For any p G [1, oo), any infinité dimensional Lp-space satisfies thé assumption of Theorem 4.1 hence there exists a sectorial operator without any bounded H°°functional calculus on each of thèse spaces. We can easily extend that resuit to Z/oc-spaces,
as follows. Let (fi, //) be an arbitrary measure space and assume that diml/00(fi) = oo.
By Theorem 4.1, there exists a bounded sectorial operator A:Li(£l) — >• Li(fi) without
any bounded /f°°-functional calculus. Then ^4*:I/oo(fi) —» Loo(fi) clearly shares thèse
properties.
Remark 4.3. Let (fi, p) be a measure space and let A be a sectorial operator on L
Assume that A satisfies (3.1). Then A1/2 is sectorial of type < Tr/2 (see e.g. [T, Proposition
2.3.2]), hence — A1/2 générâtes a CQ-semigroup by Theorem 2.14. A resuit of Lotz (see [Lo])
asserts that any CQ-semigroup on an L^-space is automatically uniformly continuons hence
A 1 / 2 is bounded. Likewise, thé operator A~l/2 is bounded hence we finally obtain that A
is bounded and invertible. Consequently (see Example 2.9 (1)), A automatically admits
a bounded jy°°-fimctional calculus. It is interesting to note hère that by Remark 4.2
above, this "automatic bounded ff°°-functional calculus property" does not hold without
thé assumption (3.1).
Remark 4.4. Corollary 3.4 leads to thé following natural question: Given a sectorial
operator satisfying (3.1) and admitting BIP, does it necessarily hâve a bounded H°°functional calculus ? In [Mcl], Mclntosh proved thé remarkable resuit that thé answer is
positive on Hilbert spaces. The answer is also positive on Loo-spaces but it is essentially a
trivial observation, see Remark 4.3.
In général however, an operator having BIP does not necessarily hâve a bounded H°°functional calculus. The first example showing that phenomenon was given in [CDMcY,
Section 5j. Let us give a variant of thé latter using thé same approach as in our proof of
Theorem 4.1. Let T — {z G C : \z\ 1} be thé complex unimodular group, equipped with
its Haar measure dt. For any n G 2Z, let e n : T —» C be thé character defined by en(z) = zn.
Let l < p ^ 2 < o o b e a nurnber. Then let A be thé operator on Z/ P (T) defined as thé
Fourier multiplier associated to thé séquence (2 n ) ne zz- Then A is a sectorial operator of
type uj for any cj G (0, TT), A satisfies (3.1), and A admits BIP with \\AIS\\ 1 for any
s G IR. Indeed, Als is thé Fourier multiplier associated to (2m*)nç2Zi hence a translation
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operator for any s G H. Now using thé conditionality of (e n ) nG 2Z and Carleson's Theorem,
we see that A does not hâve a bounded Jï^-functional calculus.
We refer thé reader to [LLL] and [La] for other uses of thèse techniques.
4.2. Hilbert spaces.
Hère we shall be interested in functional calculus for sectorial operators on Hilbert space.
We already mentioned three results concerning Hilbert spaces. First any normal sectorial
operator has a contractive H00 (S^)-functional calculus for any 6 greater than its sectoriality
angle (see Example 2.9 (2)). Second thé property to hâve a bounded #°°(E0)-functional
calculus does not dépend on 9 (see Theorem 2.8). Third, under thé assumption (3.1), a
sectorial operator on Hilbert space has a bounded jff°°-functional calculus if and only if it
has BIP. A fourth classical resuit is thé following.
Theorem 4.5. Let H be a Hilbert space, let (ït)t>o be a co-semigroup of contractions on
H , and let —A be its infinitésimal generator.
(1) Then A has a bounded Jf°°(£0)-fmctional calculus for any 9 G (7r/2,7r). More precisely, for any 9 > Tr/2 and any / G /?Q°(E0), we hâve
(4-3)

(2) Assume moreover that A satisfies (3.1). Then A satisfies (4.3) for any 9 > Tr/2 and
any / G H°°(E9). In particular, A has BIP with \\Ai8\\ e^/2^s for any s G H.
Proof. We assume that \\Tt\\ 1 for any t > 0. By Nagy's Dilation Theorem ([N,
NF]), there is a Hilbert space K, a unitary co-group (C/t)teH on KI and a linear isometry
J: H -4 K such that Tt = J*UtJ for any t > 0. We let -W be thé generator of (C/t)teiRSince this co-group is unitary, thé operator W is normal with a(W) C ilR. Next it follows
from thé Laplace formula (2.10) that R(X, A) = J* R(\, W)J for any A G C \, hence
by (2.5) we hâve:
(4.4)

W G (7T/2, TT), V/ G #0°°(E0),

f ( A ) = J*f(W)J.

Therefore for any / as in (4.4), we hâve, by applying (2.8) to W',

This shows (i) and (4.3). The assertion (ii) immediately folkws by first applying thé proof
of Theorem 3.2, and then Corollary 3.4 and (3.6).
<>
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In [Le2] (see also [Pr]), we proved Theorem 4.6 below, which compléments Theorem 4.5.
In that statement, thé significant implication is (i) => (ii) whereas thé converse one is a
straightforward conséquence of Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 4.6. Let H be a Hilbert space and let A be a sectorial operator of type u < ir/2.
Let (Tt)t>Q be thé bounded analytic c0-semigroup generated by —A (see Theorem 2.14).
Then thé following are équivalent.
(i) A has a bounded H°°-functional calculas.
(ii) There exists an invertible operator S G B(H) such that for any t > 0, we hâve
\\S-lTtS\\ 1.
Remark 4.7. Theorem 4.6 can be rephrased as a characterization of operators on Hilbert
space admitting a bounded JT°°-functional calculus. Indeed let H be a Hilbert space and
let A be a sectorial operator on H. If a; € (0, TT) is thé type of A and if a G (0,1) is an
arbitrary number, then thé operator Aa is sectorial of type au (see [T, Proposition 2.3.2]).
Moreover A has a bounded jy"°°-functional calculus if and only if Aa has one. Applying
this with a = 1/2, we find that A1/2 is sectorial of type < ?r/2 and, by Therorem 4.6,
that A has a bounded ^°°-functional calculus if and only if (c~tA ) t > 0 is similar to a
contraction semigroup. Taking into account thé Lumer-Phillips Theorem we finally obtain
that thé following two assertions are équivalent.
(i) A has a bounded £r°°-functional calculus.
(ii) There exists an invertible operator S 6 B(H] such that S~lAl/2S is maximal accretive.
For other characterizations of bounded JT^-functional calculus on Hilbert space, involving
thé so-called quadratic estimâtes, we refer thé reader to [Mcl] and [AMcN].
4.3. I/p-spaces and UMD Banach spaces.
We now leave Hilbert spaces and turn to Lp-spaces and vector valued Lp-spaces. Indeed
maximal regularity problems considered in thé next two sections will be formulated in such
a context. We refer thé reader to [DU] for thé définition and thé main properties of vector
valued spaces Lp(O;y), \vhere (fî,//) is a measure space and F is a Banach space. The
class of UMD Banach spaces will play a prorninent rôle throughout thé rest of thèse notes.
We refer thé reader to [Bo, Bu] for thé définition and information on that notion. We
recall however that Hilbert spaces and Lp-spaces, for 1 < p < oo, are ail UMD Banach
spaces. More generally, any space of thé form X — Lp(Çi\Y) is UMD provided that Y
is UMD and 1 < p < oc. Furthermore, any UMD Banach space is necessarily reflexive.
When studying sectorial operators on (vector valued) Lp-spaces, a key rôle is played by
translation groups, and by thé following resuit.
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Theorem 4.8. We let 1 < p < oc be an arbitrary numbfer.
(1) Let X — Lp(lR) and let (ït)teiR be thé co-group on X defined for any g G Lp(lR) by:
(4.5)

(Ttg)(8) = g(s - t)

for É, s G B.

We let —A be thé generator of (Ti)teiR- Then for any 9 G (flr/2, TT), thé operator A
admits a bounded fP°(E0)-functional calculus.
(2) Let F be a Banach space, let X — LP(IR; F), and let (Tt)t£iR. be thé c0-group on X
defined by (4.5) for any g G X. Then we let — Ay be thé generator of (Tt)teiR. If ^
is a UMD Banach space, then AY admits a bounded /P°(E0)-functional calculus for
a n y # G (7r/2,7r).
Proof. (Sketch) Part (1) is due to Cowling in [Co, Section 1], and can be told as follows.
Let 9 be in (7r/2,7r), let / be in H^°(Eo), and let b G Z/i(IR + ) be given by Lemma
2.12. Then it follows from (2.11) that f ( A ) g = b * g for any g G LP(1R). Consequently
thé operator /(A) is thé Fourier multiplier associated to thé function s G IR H-> f ( i s ) .
Using Mikhlin's Multiplier Theorem (see e.g. [BL, Theorem 6.1.6]), one can deduce that
||/(A)|| < Kp,0\\f\\H<*>ÇDe)i f°r some constant Kpj only depending on p and 6. See thé
proof of [Co, Theorem 2] for détails. This shows thé resuit via Proposition 2.13.
As observed in [DV] (for imaginary powers) or in [HP] (for général functions), thé above
proof extends to thé UMD vector valued setting by using McConnel's generalization of
Mikhlin's Multiplier Theorem ([McC]).
0
Remark 4.9. It has been proved by Pruss ([Pr, Example 8.1]) that thé UMD property is
necessary in Theorem 4.8 (2). More precisely, let F be a Banach space and let p G (1, oc)
be a number. Then AY admits BIP (if and) only if Y is UMD. See also [Gu] for a related
resuit. Similarly, Theorem 4.8 (1) is wrong with p — 1.
We shall now deduce from Theorem 4.7 varions classes of operators admitting a bounded
jy°°-functional calculus. They will be obtained by applying Coifman-Weiss's Transference
techniques associated to Ackoglu's Dilation Theorem. The idea of combining thèse techniques to give norm estimâtes for semigroups acting on Lp-spaces goes back to CoifmanWeiss in [CW, Chapter 4] (see also [CRW]), and Cowling in [Co]. In thé context of H00
functional calculus, developments were given in [Du], [CP] and [HP], where varions forms
of Theorems 4.11 and 4.13 below are stated. We shall use thé following variant of thé
well-known Coifman-Weiss's Transference Theorem ([CW]).
Lemma 4.10. Let Y be a Banach space, let 1 < p < oo be a number, and let
thé translation group on Lp(JR\Y) defined by (4.5). We let (St)t>o be a c0-semigroup on
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Y with thé following property:
(4.6)

3K^ K2 > 0 such that Vt > 0, Vy G F,

#i||j/|| < \\Sty\\ K2\\y\\.

Then for any b G Z/i(IR+), we hâve:

i r00

(4.7)

/

IJo

6(*)Stdi

ii

u r°°

IIB(K)

<K*K^\I

b(t)Ttdt

IIJo

Proof. We only sketch it and refer to [Le3, Section 4] for détails, where a vector valued
version of this lemma is established. We fix some b G Li(IR+). Then we let (Ut)t>o be thé
Co-semigroup defined on Lp(IR_|_; Y) by letting (Utg)(s) — g(s + t), and we set:
U=

(4.8)

b(t)Ttdt

By extending (Ut)t>Q to IR and changing t to — £, one easily obtains that:

(This inequality is actually an equality but we will not use thé converse inequality.)
Given any a > 0, we let Wa: Y —> L p (IR + ; Y) be thé linear operator defined by
for any y G F, t > 0.

Wa(y)(t) - e-ot5t(|/),

Letting Aa = f J0°° e~ pat dt j
(4.10)

, one may deduce from (4.6) that for any y G F, we hâve:

^lA

Then one can show that on B(Y, L p (IR + ; F)), one bas thé equality

where U is thé operator defined by (4.8). Combining (4.9), (4.10), and (4.11), one obtains
that for any y in F, we hâve:
Va > 0,

t

dt\\ K2K~l

/

HB(K)

The resuit follows by letting a tend to O4".

0
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'

b(t)Tt dt

Theorem 4.11. Let Y be a UMD Banach space, and let (St)t>o be a c0-semigroup on
Y satisfying (4.6). We let —A be thé infinitésimal generator of (St)t>o- Then for any
9 G (7T/2, TT), thé operator A admits a bounded #°°(E0)-functional calculas.
Proof. This statement is a straightforword conséquence of Proposition 2.13, Lemma 4.10,
and Theorem 4.8.
<0>
Remark 4.12. In particular, Theorem 4.11 applies either if (St)t>o extends to a bounded
co-group on F, of if each St is an isometry.
Let (fi, //) be a measure space, let 1 < p < oo be a number, and let T: L p (fi) —> Z/ p (fi) be
a linear mapping. We say that T is regular if there is a constant C > 0 such that
(4.12)

V n > l , V*i,...,z n eL p (0),

sup \T(xk)\p xk\\\.
l<k<n

P

l<k<n

*-

In that case we let \\T\\ — mf{C : (4.12) holds}, and ||T||r is called thé regular norm of
T. Clearly thé regular norm is greater than thé usual one. It is well-known (see e.g. [Se]
or [MN]) that T is regular if and only if T is a linear combination of bounded positive
operators. Moreover ||T||r — ||T|| if T is positive.
The so-called Ackoglu's Dilation Theorem ([A], [AS]) says thé following. Given (fi,//)
as above, let 1 < p < oc, and let T:L p (fi) ~> L p (fi) be a positive contraction. Then
there exists a measure space (fi',//'), two linear contractions J:L p (fi) — > L p (fi') and
P:L p (fi') -> Lp(fi), and a surjective isometry C7:Z, p (fi') -* £ p (fi') such that Tn = PUnJ
for any integer n > 0. It was proved by Peller ([Pel]) and Coifman-Rochberg-Weiss
([CRW]) that this dilation property holds as well if T is merely contractively regular, i.e.
||T||r < 1. More recently, Fendler ([F]) extended thèse results to co-semigroups, as follows.
Let (7t)t>o be a cg-semigroup on L p (fi) and assume that for any t > 0, we hâve \\Tt\\ < 1.
Then there exists (fi 7 , //'), J, P as above and a c0-group (C/t)teiR °f isometries on L p (fi 7 )
such that T^ = PUtJ for any t > 0. Therefore applying Theorem 4.11 and Remark 4.12
(for Y = L p (fi 7 )) and arguing as in thé proof of Theorem 4.5, we immediately obtain thé
following.
Theorem 4.13. Let 1 < p < oo be a number, let (fi,//) be a measure space, and let
(Tt)t>o be a c0-semigroup on L p (fi). We dénote its generator by —A. Assume that (T t )t>o
is contractively regular, that is \\Tt\\ < 1 for any t > 0. Then for any 9 G (?r/2, TT), thé
operator A admits a bounded JY 00 (S^)-functional calculus.
Remark 4.14. Let T:L p (fi) —> £ p (fi) be a bounded operator. The définition of thé
regular norrn ||T||r can be obviously rephrased as follows. Let us dénote by l1^ thé ndimensional Loo-space. Then given any C > 0, T is regular with \\T\\ < C if and only
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if:

(4.13)

>

Vn > 1,

||r® /^:L P (0;C) —> M^

It is fairly easy to check that if p = 1 or p = oo, then T is automatically régulai, with
||T||r = \\T\\. Assume now that 1 < p < oo and that there are two consistent bounded
operators Ti:Li(fi) — >> Li(fî) and To^I/oo^) — >• LOO(^) coinciding with T on Ifi(fî) n
Z/oo(£î). Then using (4.13) and Interpolation Theory (see e.g. [BL]), we find that T is
régulai, with ||T||r < ||r1||1/P||roo||1-1/P.
By Theorem 4.13, we deduce that if (7t)t>o is a co-semigroup on L P (Q), with generator
—^4, and if for any t > 0, Tt/Ll^Loo extends to contractive operators both on Li(Q) and
, then A admits a bounded H°°(E^)-functional calculus for any 9 > ir/2.
5 - Lr-maximal regularity.
5.1. The MR and MR^ properties.
In this section we shall présent two variants of thé so-called L^-maximal regularity for thé
initial value Cauchy Problem:
u'(t) + JB(u(*)) = /(t),

«6(0,10;

u(0) = 0.
Let Y be a Banach space and let B be a sectorial operator of type < ?r/2 on Y. Equivalently,
by Theorem 2.14, —B générâtes a bounded analytic semigroup on Y. Let 1 < p < oo and
0 < T < oo be two numbers. In thé following, we let
<'p([0, T); F) - {u G Wl*([0, T); Y) : u(0} = 0}.
Let Ay = ^ be thé dérivation operator on I/p([0, T); Y"), with its natural domain D(Ay] =
W 01 ' p ([0,T);r). Then let 5 be thé linear operator on L p ([0,T) ; r) defined by D(B) =
L p ([0, T); £>(S)) and (fiu)(i) = B(u(t}} for ail ix G D(B). It is easy to check that B is thé
closure of ILp ® J5:L P ([0,T)) ® D(S) -4 L p ([0,T) ; r) and that 5 is a sectorial operator
on L p ([0, T1); F), with a type equal to that of B.
Définition 5.1. We say that B satisfies Lp-maximal regularity (or MR in short) if thé
following holds.
(5.1)

3K > 0 :

Vn G D(A$) n D(B),

\\A$u\\ K\\Â$u + Bu\\.

As thé notation suggests, thé MR property does not dépend o n l < p < o o o r o n O < T <
oo (see [De], [So], [CV], [CL]). We note however that thé constant K may dépend on thèse
parameters. See Proposition 5.4 and Theorem 6.4 (2) below for more information.
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The next statement, due to Da Prato and Grisvard ([DG]), gives a fundamental reformulation of MR. The connection between MR and thé above Cauchy Problem (CP) is given
by thé équivalence between (i) and (iii) in Theorem 5.2 below. Indeed (i) means that there
exists some constant C > 0 such that for any / G Lp([0, T); F), there exists a unique
fonction u G W^p([0, T); Y) n L p ([0, T); D(B)) satisfying
u' + Bu = f

m L p ([0, T); Y)

and

||n|| < C||/||.

Theorem 5.2. The folowing assertions are équivalent.
(i) A$ + B: D(A^} n D(B) —> L p ([0, T); F) has a bounded inverse.
(ii) AY + #, with domain D(Ay) fl D(B), is a closed operator.
(iii) B satisfies MR, that is (5.1) holds.
Proof. (Sketch) What is proved in [DG, Section 3] is that A$ + B:D(A^} H D(B) ->
Lp([0,T);ïr) is a closable operator, whose closure always has a bounded inverse. This
clearly shows that (ii) implies (i), which is thé main implication. Using thé fact that Ay
and B are both closed, thé implication (iii) => (ii) is easy to check. The fact that (i) implies
(iii) is obtained by applying thé Closed Graph Theorem to Ay (Ay + B) .
0
Remark 5.3. It has been pointed out to me by Philippe Clément that thé condition (i)
in Theorem 5.2 is équivalent to
(i) ? A$ + B: D(A^) n D(B) —* L p ([0, T); Y) is onto.
Indeed, let us assume (i)'. We first note that Ay + B is one to one. Next, since Ay
and B are both closed, thé vector space D(Ay) H D(B) equipped with thé norm \\\u\\\
\\AYU\\ \\Bu\\ \\u\\s a Banach space. Moreover thé linear operator

is obviously bounded. It therefore follows from thé Open Mapping Theorem that there
exists some C > 0 such that \\\u\\\ C \AyU + Bu\\r any u G D(A^) H D(B). This
implies that B satisfies (i).
We shall define a slightly différent notion of Lp-maximal regularity for B. The bounded
interval [0, T) will be replaced either by IR+, or by thé whole real Une. We keep thé notation B to dénote thé natural extension of B to L p (]R+; Y) (resp. Lp(IR; Y)), with domain
D(B) - LP(TR+;D(B}) (resp. L P (R;Z)(J5))). Then we let A^ (resp. AY) be thé dérivation operator ^ on LP(R+]Y) (resp. L p (IR;r)), with domain D(A^} = W
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(resp. D(Ay) = W lîp (IR; Y)). We note that this operator Ay coïncides with thé one
defined in Theorem 4.8 (2).
Proposition 5.4. The following assertions are équivalent.
(i) 3K > 0 :

Vu G D(Ay) H D(B),

\\AyU\\ K\\AYu + Bu\\.

(ii) 3K > 0 :

Vu G D(^) n D(B),

\ K\\A^u + Bu\\.

(iii) 3K > 0 :

VT G (0, oc), \/u G D(^) n D(B),

||^u|| <

Proof. To show that (i) implies (iii), it suffices to check that given any T G (0, oo) and any
u G T^o' p ([0, T); Y] H L p ([0, T); £>(£)), there exists some u G W1*(1R] Y) n Lp(H; £>(£))
extending u. To obtain such an extension, let u(t) — 0 if i < 0 and let u(t) — e r ~ t w(T) if
i > T.
To show that (iii) implies (ii), take u G W^P(1R+; Y) n LP(1R+; D(B)}, apply (iii) to each
restriction î//[o,r)? an(i le^ ^ g° ^o CXD.
Lastly, we assume (ii). By shifting thé variable, we see that for any a G R, (i) holds
for any u G W^p([a, oo); Y) H I/ p ([a, CXD); D(B)). By density, we deduce (i) for any u G
; y) H L P (IR;
Définition 5.5. We say that B satisfies MR^ if it satisfies any of thé équivalent properties
of Proposition 5.4.
As MJî, that property MR^ does not dépend on 1 < p < oo. However we warn thé reader
that MJîoo is neither équivalent to thé invertibility nor thé closedness of thé operator
Ay + B, unless B is invertible (see Theorem 5.6 below). Indeed on one hand, B — 0
obviously satisfies MR^ but Ay is not invertible. On thé other hand, Ay + B is closed
if B is bounded but there exists a bounded operator B without MR^, see Therorem 6.4
(2) below.
It is clear from Proposition 5.4 that MR^ implies MR. Indeed that statement says that
B satisfies M^oo if and only if it satisfies MR "uniformly with respect to T G (0,oo)".
We will see in Theorem 6.4 (2) that MR does not imply MR^. However Dore and Kato
proved in [Do] that MR is équivalent to M/t^ if B is invertible. Combining that resuit
with those from [DG, Section 3] and arguing as in Theorem 5.2, we obtain thé following.
Theorem 5.6. Assume that B is invertible (that is, B lias a bounded inverse). Then thé
following are équivalent.
(i) B satisfies MR.
(ii) B satisfies MR^.
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(iii) The operator Ay + B: D(AY) n D(B) —> L P (R; Y)1 is closed.
(iv) The operator Ay + B: D(AY) n D(B) —> LP(1R; F) is invertible.
(v) The operator A? + B: D(A^} n D(B] —> L p (K + ; Y) is closed.
(vi) The operator A^ + B: D(A^) n D(B) —> £p(IR+; Y) is invertible.
Besides MR and MR^, several natural définitions of Lp-maximal regularity can be considered in this context. We refer thé reader to [CG] for more information. The following
statement is a straightforward conséquence of Theorems 5.2 and 5.6.
Proposition 5.7.
(1) If B is bounded and invertible, then it satisfies MR^.
(2) If B is bounded, then it satisfies MR.
The first examples of operators not satisfying MR seem to go back to Coulhon and Lamberton. Namely it is shown in [CL] that given a Banach space E and a number 1 < p < oc,
thé négative generator of thé Poisson semigroup on Lp (IR; E) satisfies M R if and only if E
is UMD. On thé other hand, we hâve thé following positive result due to De Simon ([De]).
Theorem 5.8. Assume that Y — H is a Hilbert space. Then any sectorial operator B of
type < 7T/2 on H satisfies
5.2. The Dore-Venni Theorem.
The major resuit Connecting maximal regularity and #°°-functional calculus is Theorem
5.10 below. It was proved by Dore and Venni in [DV] with a slight restriction which was
then removed in [GS1, GS2] and [PS]. Following [DV], we shall first state an abstract
version concerning commuting sectorial operators.
Let X be a Banach space, and let A, B be two sectorial operators on X. We say that A
and B commute provided that:

(5.2)

VA G p(A), VM G p(B],

R(\, A)R(», B) = Rfa B)R(\, A) .

Theorem 5.9. Let X be a UMD Banach space and let A, B be two commuting sectorial
operators on X.
(1) Assume that A and B satisfy (3.1) and admit BIP. Assume moreover that there exist
four constants KI, K2 > 0 and 0i, #2 € (0, TT) such that
9l + 62 < TT

and

Vs G IR,

\\Ai8\\ K^s
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and \\Bi8\\ K2ee*\\

Then there exists a constant K > 0 such that:
(5.3)

Vu G D(A) n D(B),

J

\\Au\\ K\\Au + Bu\\

(2) Assume that there exist 9\d 6*2 in (0, TT) with 0\ 62 < TT such that A admits a
bounded J3"00(E^1)-functional calculus and B admits a bounded Jïoc(S^2)-functional
calculus. Then there exist some K > 0 such that (5.3) holds.
Proof. (Sketch) Dore and Venni proved (1) (see [DV, Theorem 2.1]) under thé extra
assumption that A and B are invert ible. It was then shown by Giga and Sohr in [GS1]
that thé proof of [DV, Theorem 2.1] could be refined to yield (1). See [GS2, Appendix B]
for an outline and see also [PS] for a proof of (1) combining Dore-Venni's work with an
approximation argument of indépendant interest. Clearly (2) follows from (1) by Corollary
3.4 and Remark 3.5.
0
Theorem 5.10. Let F be a UMD Banach space and let S be a sectorial operator of type
< 7T/2 on Y.
(1) If B satisfies (3,1), and admits BIP with \Bis\\ Ke°\\r some K > 0 and 9 < ?r/2,
then B satisfis MR^ (ho.nr.p MR).
(2) If B admits a bounded #°°(S0)-functional calculus for some 0 < ?r/2, then B satisfies
(hence MR).
Proof. Let 1 < p < oo be an arbitrary nurnber and let B and Ay be thé operators on
X = L p (IR; Y) considered in thé previous subsection. It is clear that A and B satisfy (5.2).
Moreover if B satisfies (3.1) and admits BIP, then B satisfies (3.1) and admits BIP as well,
with \\Bis\\ \\Bis\\r any s G H. The assertion (1) therefore follows from Theorem 5.9
and Theorem 4.8 (2). Then (2) follows from (1).
0
We shall now apply thé Dore- Venni Theorem to consistent families of semigroups acting on
some Lp-spaces. In thé next statement we shall write p G [2, g] to mean that p is between
2 and ç, no matter q is smaller or greater than 2.
Corollary 5.11. Let (fi, //) be a measure space and let 1 < q ^ 2 < oo be a number. We
let {(Tf)t>o; P € [2,?]} be a consistent family of bounded co-semigroups, (Tf)t>o acting
on Lp(fi). We assume that (T t2 )t>o extends to a bounded analytic semigroup on Li
and that for any t > 0, we hâve \\T?\\ 1 and \\Ttq\\ < 1. Then for any p G [2, g[, (Tf )
extends to a bounded analytic semigroup on L p (fî), and thé négative generator of (Tf ) t >o
satisfies MR^.
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Proof. For any p G [2, g], we shall dénote by Bp thé Àegative generator of (Tf)t> 0 on
Lp(fî). Without loss of generality, we rnay assume that q > 2, and we now fix some
2 < p < q. The fact that (Tf)t>o extends to a bounded analytic semigroup on Lp(Çl)
is a classical fact from Interpolation Theory (see [St, Chapter 3]). We shall deduce our
maximal regularity resuit from thé following estimate.
(5.4)

3K > 0, 30 < 7T/2 :

Ve G (0,1), Vs G H,

\\(Bp£ys\\ Ke9\\

Once this is proved, we can conlude as follows. First by Remark 3.5, we can assume
that Bp satisfies (3.1). Then it follows from Lemma 2.4 that for any s G H, we hâve
whence |S;s|| < Ke9\*\. The fact that Bp satisfies
therefore follows Theorem 5.10 (1).
We now proceed to show (5.4). We let a G (0,1) be thé unique real number satisfying
1
p

1 —a
2

a
q

By Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 2.8, there exists #0 < ?r/2 such that 52 admits a bounded
JY°°(£6)0)-functional calculus. We give ourselves some B\ 7r/2 and set 9 = (l—a)0Q+a0i.
We assume that 9\s chosen so that 9 < ?r/2. By Theorem 4.13, Bq admits a bounded
//^(E^j-functional calculus. We tlius hâve two constants KQ^KI > 0 such that:
(5.6)

Ve G (0,1), Vs G H,

||(S2e)"|| < KQe9°M

and

\\(Bqe)is\\ Kie9^ .

Given any e G (0,1) and s G H, thé bounded operators (B^e)18? (Bpe)ls and (Bqe)ls are
consistent hence it follows from (5.5) and Interpolation Theory (see [BL]) that ||(Spe)ls|| <
\\(B2e}is\\~a\\(Bq£}is\\. The estimate (5.4) therefore follows from (5.6).
<0>
Remark 5.12. Keeping thé notation in thé above proof, it is actually possible to show
that there exists 9 < Tr/2 such that Bp admits a bounded JÏ°°(E^)-functional calculus. See
[Co, Section 1], or use [CDMcY, Theorem 5.4].
Combining Corollary 5.11 with Remark 4.14, we immediately get a resuit going back to
Lamberton ([L]). Note thé remarkable fact that this resuit had been proved before DoreVenni's Theorem.
Corollary 5.13. Let (fi,//) be a measure space and let (7})t>o be a bounded analytic
semigroup on Li(ÇÎ) such that for any t > 0,
Cl

and
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\Tt:L,

Then for any 1 < p < oo, (r t / L i n L o o ) t > 0 extends to a1 bounded analytic semigroup on
whose négative generator satisfies
6 - Generalized ff^-functional calculus and applications,
In this section we give a generalization of thé construction given in Sections 2 and 3,
obtained by replacing scalar valued analytic functions by suitable vector valued analytic
functions. We will then présent récent applications of this generalized functional calculus
to maximal regularity. The construction below goes back to [Al] and was developed in
[LLL].
Given a Banach space E and a number 9 G (0,7r), we let H°°(Eo'jE) be thé space of ail
bounded analytic functions from S# into E. Given any F: E# — »• E in jHT°°(E0; JS), we let
(6.1)

\\F\\H~pe;E) - *up{\\F(z)\\E : z G E,} .

Clearly jff°°(E0; E) is a Banach space for thé norm defined by (6.1). Moreover H°°(Eo: E}
is a Banach algebra if E is. Next we define:
ff0°°(Se;F) = {FeH°°(Ee-E) : 3s > 0, C > 0 | \\F(z)\\ C\z\(l + \z\)-2s f o r m e l
Let A" be a Banach space and let A be a sectorial operator of type a' <G (0, ?r) on A'. We
let
EA = {T e B(X] : VA e p(A), TR(X, A) = R(X, A)T] .
Clearly EA C B(X) is a closed subalgebra. We give ourselves some 0 e (o>, TT) and let T be
an unbounded contour defined as before (2.5). Then for any F in ^^(EgjF^), we define:

F(X)R(X,A)dX.
It should be noticed that if F G ffg°(E0) ® £^A is written as a finite sum F = ]Pfc fk®Tk,
with /fc G -^o°(Se) and Tfc e FA, then u A (F) = ^kfk(A)Tk. Taking into account thé
définition of EA, one can easily extend thé proof of Theorem 2.5 to show that

is an algebra homomorphism. Given any closed subspace F C EA, we say that A admits a
bounded H°° (Eg; F)-functional calculus if thé restriction of UA to fTo°(Ee; F) is bounded.
Assume now that A satisfies (3.1). Recall from Section 3 that we defined (p(z) = z(I + z)~2.
Given any F G #°°(£e; F^), we set
(6.2)

u
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with domain given by

J

D(uA(F)) = {xeX: [uA(Fv}\ G D(A) n R(A)}
As in Section 3, we can deduce from thé homomorphism property of UA that this domain
contains D(A) n R(A) hence is dense. Likewise, thé operator UA(F) is closed and our
two définitions of UA(F) coincide if F belongs to £T0°(E0; EA). By mimicing thé proof of
Theorem 3.2, one obtains thé following.
Theorem 6.1. Let 0 < LJ < 9 < TT and let A be a sectorial operator of type u on X which
satisfies (3.1). Given any closed subspace E G EA, thé following are équivalent.
(i) A admits a bounded H°°(£»e\T)-functional calculas, that is UA'-H^^^E] —>> B(X)
is bounded.
(ii) For any F in H°°(IÏQ',E), thé linear operator UA(F) is bounded.
(iii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any F in Jf°°(E0; £"), UA(F) is bounded
and||^ A (F)| <C\\f \\H~WE).
Moreover if E C EA is a subalgebra and if thèse conditions hold, then thé bounded linear
mapping UA' H°°(Y^o] E} —> B(X) is an algebra homomorphism.
If X is a Hilbert space and if A is a sectorial operator on X which admits a bounded
JT°°(S<9)-functional calculus then it admits a bounded £P°(£0; E^-functional calculus as
well. See [Lel, Proposition 3.2] or [AFMc, Section 4] for (implicit) proofs. However that
property is false in général. We refer to [LLL, Section 6] for concrète examples showing
this phenomenon.
A natural link between thé generalized functional calculus described above and maximal
regularity is given by thé next lemma. Assume that A is a sectorial operator of type Tr/2
satisfying (3.1) on a Banach space X. Then let B be any sectorial operator of type LJ < n /2
on X which commutes with A in thé sensé of (5.2). We define

Clearly FB belongs to jff°°(E0; J5>|) if Tr/2 < 9 < TT — u hence we may consider
defined by (6.2). In [LLL, Proposition 2.6], thé following is proved.
Proposition 6.2. For A, B, and FB as above, thé following are équivalent.
(i) The operator UA(FB) is bounded.
(ii) 3K > 0 :

Vx G D(A) H D(B],

\\Ax\\ K\\Ax + Bx\\.
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We used this proposition in [Le3] to establish thé followitlg theorem which enables to give
varions examples of sectorial operators of type < ?r/2 without
Theorem 6.3. Let F be a Banach space, let B be a sectorial operator of type u < Tr/2 on
Y and let (St)t>o be a co-semigroup on Y satisfying (4.6). We let — C be thé generator of
(St)t>Q and we assume that C satisfies (3.1) and commutes with B. If B satisfies
then
(6.3)

3K > 0 :

Vx G D(C] n D(£),

\\Cx\\ K\\Cx + Bx\\

Proof. (Sketch) Let 1 < p < oc be a fixed number and let 9 > ?r/2 be chosen so that
u + 9 < TT. We let B be thé extension of B to Lp(TR',Y) as defined in Section 5. Then
we let (Ti)teiR be thé translation group on LP(1R;Y) defined by (4.5), with generator
-Ay. We regard B(Y) C J3(LP(IR; F)) in thé following natural way. We identify any
T G B (Y) with thé bounded extension of ILp ® T belonging to £?(Lp(IR; Y)). Note that
in this identification, B(Y) C E^Y hence in paricular, EC C E^Y. It it possible to extend
thé estimate (4.7) in Lemma 4.10 to any vector valued function b G Li(lR+',Ec), see [Le3,
Theorem 4.1]. Arguing as in thé proof of Lemma 2.12, we then deduce that;
(6.4)

VFG^(S,;£; a ),

\\uc(F)\\ K2K~l\\uAY (F)\\

We can then deduce that:
(6.5)

VF eH°°(E0',Ec),

uAy(F)

bounded =^ uc(F) bounded.

Indeed, let F be in JÏ°°(E^; EC}, and assume that u^Y (F) is bounded. We recall thé </? n 's
defined by (3.2). For any n > 1, thé product function F(pn belongs to Ho°(E^;J?c) hence
applying (6.4) we obtain that for any x G F,

Since (tpn(Ay)}n>l
is bounded.

is a bounded séquence and limn (pn(C)x — x, we deduce that uc(F)

Our resuit is achieved by combining (6.5) and Proposition 6.2.

0-

The following conséquences of Theorem 6.3 were established in [Le3, Section 2b]. As before
we will only outline thé argument and refer to thé latter référence for rnore détails.
Theorem 6.4.
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(1) There exist a Banach space Y and an invertible sectorial operator B of any type on y,
which does not satisfy MR although it admits a bounded ^^(E^-functional calculus
for any 9 > 0.
(2) There exist a Banach space Y and a bounded sectorial operator B of any type on
y, which does not satisfy MR^. In particular (by Proposition 5.7), B satisfies MR
without satisfying
Proof. (Sketch) We adapt an idea from [Me Y]. We let y — JC(£2) be thé Banach space of
ail compact operators on thé separable Hilbert space £ 2 - We let (e p ) p >i be thé canonical
basis of £2 and we identify any operator on Y with its bi-infinite matrix with respect
to (e p ) p >i. Let b and c in y be thé diagonal operators defined by b(eq) — <2~qeq and
c(ep) = i2~pep for any p, q > 1. Then we let B and C in B(Y) be defined by letting
B (y] — yb and C(y) — cy for any y G y. In matrix notation we thus hâve:
(6.6)

Vy = (ypq}P,q>i G y,

B(y) = (2"qypq)p,q>i

and

C(y) = (i(2~pypq}P,q>i -

It is easy to check that for any a; G (0, TT), B is sectorial of type a;, that -B admits a bounded
fP°(S0)-functional calculus for any 9 > 0, and that B and C satisfy thé assumptions of
Theorem 6.3. Now assume that (6.3) holds. We then deduce from (6.6) that thé Schur
multiplier defined (on finitely non zéro matrices, say) by

(6-7)

y = (ypq)p,q>i — > (;242+V* v")P,q>i

is bounded. However we may deduce from thé représentation theorem for bounded Schur
multipliers (see e.g. [Pi, Theorem 5.1]) that thé operator defined by (6.7) is unbounded,
whence a contradiction. By Theorem 6.3, we deduce that B does not satisfy MR^.
This showrs part (2). Part (1) can be proved in a similar manner, taking thé inverse of thé
operator B considered above, and finally appealing to Theorem 5.6.
0
Remark 6.5. The Banach space Y in Theorem 6.4 can be chosen to be reflexive. Indeed,
for any n > 1, let Mn — Bfâ) be thé space of ail n x n matrices with complex entries, and
let y = t^{Mn : n > 1} be thé t^ direct sum of ail thé Mn's. It is clear that y is reflexive.
Let bn G Mn be thé diagonal matrix with entries 2~ g , 1 < q < n, and let Bn G B(Mn) be
defined by Bn(y) — ybn. We let B G B(Y) be thé "diagonal" operator defined by letting
B(y] = (Bn(yn))n for any y = (yn}n G Y. Then thé proof given above actually shows that
B satisfy Theorem 6.4 (2). Likewise, B~l satisfies Theorem 6.4 (1).
Note however that by Theorem 5.10, Y cannot be UMD in Theorem 6.4 (1).
We now turn to positive results concerning thé generalized functional calculus and maximal
regularity. We recall that given any measure space (fi,//), any number 1 < p < oo, and
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any Banach space F, we can regard B(Y) as a subspaèe of B(Lp(Çl\Y)) by identifying
T G B(Y) with thé bounded extension of ILP ® T. Assume moreover that Y = H is
a Hilbert space and let A be a sectorial operator on Lp(£ï). Then A ® /#, defined on
D(A) ® H, is closable, and its closure A is sectorial on Lp(Çl\H] with a type equal to
that of A (see [LLL, Proposition 5.1]). We note that by construction, B(H) G E^. The
following resuit was proved in [LLL, Section 5]. See also [LL] for an extension, and [S] for
a nice application.
Theorem 6.6. Let H be a Hilbert space, let A be a sectorial operator of type u G (0, TT)
on LF(O), let 1 < p < oc be a number, and let A be thé closure of A ® /# on L p (fî; 17).
Assume that A admits a bounded fr^(E0)-functional calculus for some 9 G (cj, TT). Then
for any 0' G (0, TT), *A admits a bounded Jf°°(£^;B(Jï))-fanctional calculus.
The next resuit is an obvions combination of Theorem 6.6 and Proposition 6.2. It can be
regarded as an abstract version of Theorem 5.8.
Corollary 6.7. Let Q, p, H, A, and A be as in Theorem 6.6 and assume that A is sectorial
of type 7T/2. Let B be any sectorial operator of type < 7T/2 on H and let B be its extension
to L p (Q; H}. If A admits a bounded jff°°(£0)-fimctional calculus for any 0 > ?r/2, then
(6.8)

3K > 0 :

Vx G D(A) n D(B),

\\Ax\\ K\\Ax + Bx\\

It has been proved in [La] that if p ^ 2, this corollary is false if we merely assume that A
admits BIP instead of a bounded £r°°-functional calculus.
Let A and B be as in Corollary 6.7. It folkws from (6.8) that thé operator
A + B: D(A) H D(B) —> L p (ft; H)
is closed. Applying thé results from [DG, Section 3], we then find that A + B is actually a
sectorial operator. Moreover, his type is strictly less than Tr/2 if that of A is. Using again
Theorem 6.6 above, we could prove in [LLL, Theorem 1.4] thé following resuit concerning
that operator.
Theorem 6.8. Let H be a Hilbert space, let 1 < p < oo be a number and let (fî, //)
be a measure space. Let A and B be sectorial operators of type < Tr/2 on LP(ÇÏ) and H
respectively. Then let A and B be thé closures of A ® IH and ILP ® B on L p (fi; H). If A
admits a bounded JY°°(£0)-functional calculus for some 9 < ?r/2, then A + B is a sectorial
operator of type < ir/2 which satisfies AdR^.
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Remark 6.9. Theorem 6.8 above cari be regarded as a combination of Theorem 5.8 and
Theorem 5.10 (2). Indeed we recover thé former by taking A = 0 whereas we recover thé
latter by taking B — 0.
Remark 6.10. Corning back to analytic semigroups, Corollary 6.7 and Theorem 6.8 can
be interpreted as follows. Let (Tt)t>o and (St)t>o be two bounded analytic semigroups on
Lp(fî) and H respectively. We let A and B be their respective négative generators. For
each t > 0, thé linear operator Tt®St, defined on Z/j,(O)®jff, extends to a bounded operator
Tt®St on Lp(Çl\H). By classical arguments, we see that in turn, (Tt®St)t>Q is a bounded
analytic semigroup whose négative générât or is thé closure of A+B. Thus Corollary 6.7 says
that if A admits a bounded JÏ TO (E0)-functional calculus for any 9 > ?r/2, then — (A + B)
is thé generator of (Tt®St)t>Q- And Theorem 6.8 says that thé négative generator of thé
tensor product semigroup (7t®5t)t>o satisfies MR^ provided that thé négative generator
of (Tt)t>Q admits a bounded jff 00 (E^)-functional calculus for some 0 < ir/2.
Remark 6.11. We could récently prove thé following variant of Theorem 6.8, which
generalizes Corollary 5.13 (Lamberton's Theorem). We write it in thé language of Remark
6.10.
Let F be a Banach space and let (fî, //) be a measure space. Let (Tt)t>o and (5t)*>o be two
bounded analytic semigroups on L2(fî) and Y respectively. We give ourselvcs an arbilrary
number 1 < p < oo. Assume that | T t :Li(fî) -> Li(fl)|| < 1 and ||T t :Loo(£î) -* L^(^)\\
1 for any t > 0. Thanks to that property, we can extend each Tt®St to a bounded operator
Tt®St on LP(QY) and (Tt®St)t>o is a bounded analytic semigroup. What we showed is
that if Y is UMD and if thé négative generator of (5t)t>o satisfies MR^, then thé négative
generator of thé tensor product semigroup (Tt®S$)t>o on L P (Q; Y) satisfies MR^ as well.
We refer to a possibly forthcoming paper for thé proof and more results on that thème.
7 - Open problems.
We présent hère what we consider as thé four main problems arising frorn thèse notes.
Problem 7.1. Let l < p / 2 < o o b e a number and let (0, //) be a measure space.
Let (Tt)t>o be a contraction semigroup on Lp(Q), with generator —A. Does A admit a
bounded JY^-functional calculus ?
Comment. Note that Theorem 4.5 gives a positive answer if p — 2 whereas Theorem
4.13 gives a partial answer for général p. Let l < p / 2 < o c b e any number and let
S:lp -> lp be thé shift operator defined by 5((^ n ) n > 0 ) = ( 0 , 2 0 , z i , . . .)• The socalled
Matsaev Conjecture says that ifT:Lp(Çl) —> Lp(£ï) is any contraction, then
(7.1)

For any polynomial P,

\\P(T)\\ \\P(S)\\.
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By Ackoglu's Dilation Theorem and Transference, (7.1) holds if \\T\\ < 1 (see [CRW]
and [Pel]). This approach cannot yield (7.1) for a larger class of operators because any
T:LP(ÇÏ) —> Lp(Si) having an isometric dilation is necessarily contractively régulai (see
[Pe2]). It is not hard to show that thé following formai generalization of Theorem 4.13
holds: If (Tt)t>Q is a bounded c0-semigroup on Z/ P (Q) with generator —A, ifTt satisfies (7.1)
for each t > 0, then A admits a bounded Jï^-functional calculus. Consequently, a négative
answer to Problem 7.1 would disprove Matsaev's Conjecture. A beautiful challenge!
Problem 7.2. Let y be a UMD Banach space and let B be a sectorial operator of type
< 7i/2 on Y. Does B satisfies MR^ ?
Comment. Note that thé following formally weaker question is also still open. Let X be a
UMD Banach space and let A, B be two sectorial operators on X of respective types LOI
and UJ2- Assume that MI + u}% < TV and that A admits a bounded ^^-functional calculus.
Does it imply that A + B is closed ?
Problem 7.3. Let Y be a Banach space with thé following property: Any sectorial
operator of type < Tr/2 on Y satisfies MRoQ. Is Y isomorphic to a Hilbert space ?
Comment. Let us say that Y has property (P) if any sectorial operator of type < ?r/2 on
Y satisfies AdR^. The question of determining which spaces have/do not hâve property
(P) is still widely open. It is clear that (P) is stable under isomorphism hence it follows
from Theorem 5.8 that any Banach space isomorphic to a Hilbert space has (P). At this
time, there are thé only spaces which are known to hâve that property (Problem 7.3). In
thé converse direction, no UMD Banach space without (P) is known (Problem 7.2). What
is known is that if 1 < p < oc, if E is not UMD, then Lp(]R; E) does not hâve (P) (see
[CL]). Moreover thé spaces Li(T), C(T), B(12), K(12) and 5i(£ 2 ) do not hâve (P) (see
[Le3] and Theorem 6.4 above). I do not know if (P) holds for CQ, or £ 1? or 1^, or Loo(T).
To avoid a standard confusion, note that by Lotz's Theorem ([Lo]) and Proposition 5.7
(2), any sectorial operator of type < Tr/2 on an Loo-space has MR. However MR^ is
strictly stronger than MR by Theorem 6.4 (2).
Problem 7.4. Let F be a Banach space and let (T t ) t > 0 and (St)t>o be two bounded
analytic semigroups on Y. Assume that thèse semigroups commute, i.e. SsTt — TtSs for
any s,t > 0. We may then forai thé product semigroup (2tS$)t>o which is bounded and
analytic. Is thé négative generator of (TtSt)t>Q satisfy MR^ if thé négative generators of
(Tt)t>Q and (St)t>Q both satisfy that property ?
Comment. If we dénote by A and B thé négative generators of (Tt)t>Q and (5t)t>o> then
thé négative generator of (TtSt)t>o is thé closure of A + B. Note that by [BC], thé sum
A + B may be non closed, even if A and B satisfy
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